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Nyx drop foundation shade guide

Home Products Makeup Face Foundation Liquid Total Control Drop Foundation NYX NYX Total Control Drop Foundation is a liquid foundation with matte finish and light medium coverage that sells for $14.00 and includes 0.43 ounces ($32.56 per ounce). There are 29 shades in our database. Jump to a specific section if you know the information you're looking for! Tags: Colorful,
Avant Garde Completely complete and your ideal coverage is just drop drop with our new Total Control Drop Foundation! Simply adjust the number of drops until you create the look you are feeling today. Want more coverage? Add more drops! Cleverly buff using the Total Control DROP Foundation brush for a seriously smooth finish. Cyclopentashiroxan, water/aqua/au, glycerin,
vinyl dimethylicone/methyconcylcesquioxancrus polymer, propylene glycol, PEG-10 dimethylone, isodedecan, dimethylicone, phenyrtrimetycon, polymethyl methacrylic acid, tori Ethyoxycapryl silsilan, trimethylsiloxysilic acid, propylene carbonate, dystea dironium hecrate, ethylhakisexerin glycerin glycerin glycerin glycerin glycerin / PEUT CONTENIR (+/):mica, titanium dioxide (CI
77891), Iron oxide (CI 77491, CI 77492, CI 77499). Disclaimer: The Ingredients List is available to brands (or retailers) at the time of release. Be sure to check the list of ingredients applicable to the product you are buying, or the latest ingredients list, if there is a product package on the brand or retailer's website. Based on 2 reviews, 2 quick reviews good: easy to apply (3),
lightweight (3), travel-friendly (2), blendable (1), hide pores (1), long wear (1), great value (1) intermediate (3), buildable (2), full coverage (1), sheer (1) by Elizabeth 3 years ago.meh shade great products. I tend to wear the second lightest shade in the NW20/foundation line and I had to wear the lightest of these, so people with fairer skin don't match. They look lighter in the bottle,
but oxidize darker. All the other bright shades were close to medium skin tones with fairly harsh peach undertones. Shade #1 is neutral or a little warm. I really enjoyed how this felt on my face. Even when against it, it was lightweight and full coverage. I needed to layer this on top of the acne and redness, and layering it on top of it didn't get the orange color I get when many
products were oxidized for a few hours. I did not feel oily either. It's a really great product and it lasts a long time to stay put. There are not enough choices in the world of foundations, so I appreciate that they are catering to dark skin tones. But with the ridiculous number of shades they have, you'd think they'd get the right shade of light, not make a product, regardless of the
shade that oxidizes to the same drab peach color. Lol. By Ana Maria 3 years ago. This is the basis of ok drugstores that are very lightweight and have light to medium coverage.To packaging, I compare it to the MAC Waterweight Foundation, which in many ways is a better foundation than nyx's. I'm not a fan of dropper dispensers, but the foundation is so liquid that it's a great way
to dispense. The foundation simply doesn't put it on top of a silicon-based primer (don't do this with any water-based foundation) and is easy to blend. It never bites the skin and it separates on the skin. I can't build this foundation very coloring. With fingers, brushes and sponges I always get light to medium coverage. I still need a concealer for the spot and my lower eye. I've tried
to build coverage, but the foundation stays on top of my face and gets terribly dirty throughout the day. The finish is natural, satenet, dewy and looks great, but it shows every single dry patch I have. It lasts well throughout the first part of the day, but disappears from the skin towards the day and even set with powder. Still, there is no big transfer to clothes or phone. Above me, it
creases around my smiling line. The shade range is very nice, I can find the perfect one for my yellow undertones. Support Temptaria by shopping for retailers below! Thank you very much! See the full list Q: I can't decide the shady guy! Please help me! Fair Select Your Undertone Fair + Pink Select Your Shade Fair + Neutral Select Your Shade Fair + Neutral Select Your Shade
Light + Yellow Selection Your Shade Light + Yellow+ Neutral Select Your Shade Medium + Yellow + Neutral Select Your Shade Medium + Neutral Semi Medium Dark + Neutral Choice Your Undertone Medium Dark + Neutral Choice Your Shade Dark + Neutral Choice Your Shaded Deep Choice + Pink Choose Your Shade + Yellow Deep Your Shade + Neutral chooses shade
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